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Submission     
AP4CA   questions   the   need   for   this   inquiry,   which   was   established   at   the   request   of   Resources   
Minister   Keith   Pitt   to   investigate   how   the   finance   industry   manages   its   exposure   to   climate   risks   
with   particular   reference   to   the   consequential   impact   on   Australian   exporters.   Nonetheless,   we   
welcome   the   opportunity   to   comment.   We   hope   that   this   inquiry   will   confirm   the   role   of   our   
prudential   regulators,   and   shed   light   on   why   members   of   the   government   appear   to   be   
suggesting   that   these   entities   should   overlook   a   material   and   growing   class   of   risks.   
  

Climate   change   has   introduced   both   physical   and   transitional   risks   to   Australian   businesses   and   
supply   chains.   Rising   temperatures,   and   more   frequent   flooding,   bushfires   and   drought   are   
projected   to   cost   the   economy   up   to   $571   billion   in   property   prices   and   $19   billion   in   agricultural   
and   labour   productivity   over   the   next   decade.   Global   reinsurer   Swiss   Re’s   analysis   concludes,   1

“under   the   current   trajectory,   global   GDP   could   be   11–14%   less   by   mid-century   than   in   a   world   
without   climate   change.”   Australian   industries   are   also   at   risk   as   our   trading   partners   look   to   2

meet   their   zero-emissions   targets   by   moving   to   new   energy   sources   and   technologies,   including   
by   imposing   border   adjustment   tariffs   that   would   penalise   emissions-intensive   Australian  
exports.   3

  
In   this   submission,   AP4CA   asserts   that    Australia   must   allow   our   finance   sector   to   assess   
and   manage   these   risks   properly,   rationally,   and   without   political   interference .   In   doing   so,   
we   have   an   opportunity   to   strengthen   our   financial   markets,   build   confidence   among   domestic   
and   international   investors,   and   develop   stronger,   future-proof   industry   sectors   that   will   ensure   
the   continued   success   and   prosperity   of   our   nation.   

1. A   capitalist   economy   must   allow   investors   to   choose   their   
investments,   and   market   forces   to   dictate   products’   success   

Prime   Minister   Scott   Morrison   has   declared   that   Australia   will   achieve   its   climate   goals   not   
through   taxes   but   “ with   the   smartest   minds,   the   best   technology   and   the   animal   spirits   of   
capitalism .”   Those   spirits   of   capitalism   are   pushing   Australia   away   from   fossil   fuels.   This   4

should   be   celebrated   by   the   government,   and   not   suppressed   as   this   inquiry   appears   to   be   
trying   to   do.   
  

Capitalism   is   a   profit-driven   economic   system   in   which   the   value   of   products   and   services   are  
determined   by   demand   and   supply,   and   the   value   of   assets   are   based   on   investors’   

1  Climate   Council   (2019),    Compound   costs:   How   climate   change   is   damaging   Australia’s   economy .   
2  Swiss   Re   (2021),    The   economics   of   climate   change:   no   action   not   an   option .   
3  Australian   Financial   Review   (2021),   ‘ How   a   US   carbon   border   tax   could   hurt   Australian   exports ’.   
4  The   Conversation   (2021),    ‘Net   zero   won’t   be   achieved   in   inner   city   wine   bars:   Morrison’ .   
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expectations   of   future   returns.   Investors   typically   value   risky   assets   less   than   safer   ones.   This   5

is   happening   with   Australia’s   fossil   fuel   industry,   which   has   roughly   halved   in   value   over   the   past   
decade   (Figure   1)   —   with   no   particular   intervention   from   our   prudential   regulators.   
  

  
Figure   1:   Ten-year   relative   performance   of   the   ASX   Energy   index   (blue   line,   representing   listed   

companies   involved   in   coal,   oil   and   gas   extraction   and   transportation)   versus   the   performance   of   the   
broader   ASX200   index.   6

  
Compare   this   with   the   performance   of   the   Deloitte   CleanTech   Index   comprising   firms   in   
renewables,   storage,   smart   grid,   recycling,   BEV/HFC   vehicles   and   green   buildings   (refer   Figure   
2).    Despite    continuing   subsidies   for   fossil   fuels   (both   direct   incentives   and   the   fact   that   their   
dangerous   greenhouse   pollution   is   not   taxed)   and   policies   that   have   generally   been   ambivalent   7

or   hostile   towards   clean   tech,   the   index   has   significantly   outperformed   the   benchmark   ASX200   8

over   the   past   five   years.   

5  Smith,   William   T   (2001),    ‘How   Does   the   Spirit   of   Capitalism   Affect   Stock   Market   Prices?’ .   
6  Chart   by    https://www.marketindex.com.au/asx/sectors/energy ,   using   live   ASX   data   on   19   April   2021.   
7  ABC   (2001),   ‘ Calls   to   phase   out   fossil   fuel   subsidies   after   speculation   about   net-zero   emissions   target ’     
8  Sydney   Morning   Herald   (2020),   ‘ Australia   shows   how   policy   can   stifle   renewable   energy   future ’     
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Figure   2:   Deloitte   Australian   CleanTech   Index,   five-year   performance   vs   the   ASX200.   9

  
Fossil   fuels   account   for   over   a   quarter   of   Australian   exports   and   have   historically   been   an   
important   source   of   employment   and   growth.   But   the   market   is   shifting.   Figures   1   and   2   reflect   10

how   investors   expect   demand   for   fossil   fuels   to   fall   and   the   risks   associated   with   these   assets   to   
have   grown.   Coal   demand   appears   to   have   peaked,   and   investors   —   including   banks,   
superannuation   funds   and   rational   individuals   —   know   it.     11

  
Some   may   claim   that   banks   are   being   influenced   by   “climate   activism”   in   assessing   their   clients’   
climate   risks.   But   this   would   be   to   misunderstand   the   workings   of   the   financial   markets.   Many   
financial   institutions   continue   to   make   short-term   plays   in   fossil   fuels,   even   while   unwinding   
longer   term   financial   positions.   For   example,   Macquarie   Group   remains   one   of   the   largest   gas   
traders   in   the   world,   while   simultaneously   investing   heavily   in   renewables   and   winding   down   
longer   term   positions   in   thermal   coal,   because   it   makes   financial   sense.   12

9  Deloitte   Australia   (2021),    CleanTech   (DACT)   Index,   February   2021 .   
10  Department   of   Foreign   Affairs   and   Trade   (2020),    Trade   and   Investment   at   a   Glance   2020 .   Australia   
exported   $69.6   billion   in   coal,   $49.7   billion   in   fossil   gas,   and   $8.5   billion   in   crude   petroleum   in   2018-19,   of   
a   total   $470   billion   worth   of   exports.     
11  ABC   (2020),   ‘ Global   coal   demand   peaked   seven   years   ago,   says   International   Energy   Agency ’.   
12  Analysis   of   Macquarie   Group’s   2020    Annual   Report .   
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2. Australian   investors   rely   on   our   financial   institutions   and   
regulators   to   help   protect   our   savings   

Australia’s   financial   system   is   overseen   by   three   main   prudential   regulators:   the   Reserve   Bank   
of   Australia   (RBA);   Australian   Prudential   Regulatory   Authority   (APRA);   and   Australian   Securities   
and   Investments   Commission   (ASIC).   Together   with   the   Australian   Treasury,   these   bodies  
comprise   the   Council   of   Financial   Regulators,   which   is   responsible   for   “promoting   stability   of   the   
Australian   financial   system   and   supporting   efficient   and   effective   regulation   by   Australia’s   
financial   regulatory   agencies”.     13

  
Australian   families   and   investors   —   including   the   14,000   parents,   grandparents   and   carers   
AP4CA   represents   —   rely   on   these   regulators   to   ensure   that   we   can   trust   our   financial   
institutions   to   protect   our   savings   and   help   us   access   the   funds   we   need   to   work   and   live.   

How   regulators   have   approached   climate   risks   in   their   recent   guidance   and   
advice   
  

As   part   of   their   roles,   the    RBA,   APRA   and   ASIC   are   required   to   identify   and   assess   risks   to   
our   financial   system   and   ensure   these   risks   are   managed   accordingly .   Like   their   peer   14

organisations   in   the   UK,   New   Zealand,   Europe   and   elsewhere,   Australian   prudential   regulators   
have   determined   that   climate   change   poses   a   growing   risk   to   our   financial   institutions.   The   15

RBA,   APRA   and   ASIC   have   separately   issued   sober,   unbiased   advice   to   institutions,   
corporations   and   the   public   based   on   their   analysis:  
  

● The   RBA’s   October   2019   Financial   Stability   Review   warns   that   “climate   change   is   exposing   
financial   institutions   and   the   financial   system   more   broadly   to   risks   that   will   rise   over   time,   if   
not   addressed,”   noting   that   insurance   claims   for   natural   disasters   had   already   doubled   in   the   
past   decade.     16

  
● ASIC   Commissioner   Cathie   Armour   has   stated   that   climate-related   risk   “has   the   potential   to   

significantly   impact   companies,   investors   and   consumers”.   ASIC’s   view   is   that   listed   
companies   need   to   have   appropriate   governance   structures   in   place   to   manage   
climate-related   risks,   and   that   the   market   needs   reliable   and   useful   information   on   their   

13  Council   of   Financial   Regulators,    ‘About’ .   
14  Review   of   the   charters   of   Australia’s   prudential   regulators,   the    RBA ,    APRA    and    ASIC .   
15  European   Securities   and   Markets   Authority   (2018),    ‘European   Enforcers   to   focus   on   new   IFRSS   and   
non-financial   information   in   issuers’   2018   annual   reports’    and   Australian   Institute   of   Company   Directors   
(2021),    ‘UK   and   NZ   lead   the   way   on   mandatory   climate   risk   disclosures’ .   
16  Reserve   Bank   of   Australia   (2019),    ’Box   C:   Financial   Stability   Risks   From   Climate   Change’ .   
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exposure   to   material   climate-related   risks   and   opportunities.   17

  
● APRA   is   looking   to   introduce   guidelines   later   this   year   for   how   regulated   entities   measure,   

monitor   and   manage   climate-related   financial   risks.   According   to   APRA   chairman   Wayne   18

Byres,   the   guidance   does   not   require   entities   to   make   any   particular   investment   decision,   
but   aims   to   ensure   that   “decisions   are   well-informed   and   appropriately   consider   both   the   
risks   and   opportunities   that   the   transition   to   a   low-carbon   economy   creates”.   The   19

guidelines   follow   a   2019   APRA   survey   in   which   a   third   of   Australian   financial   institutions   said   
climate   change   was   a   material   financial   risk   to   their   businesses   now   and   a   further   half   
thought   it   would   be   in   future.   20

How   financial   institutions   have   approached   investment   in   Australian   export   
industries   
  

While   regulators   are   responsible   for   helping   to   safeguard   Australian   investments,   our   financial   
institutions   approach   their   decisions   —   including   investment   in   Australia’s   export   industries   —   
through   the   lens   of   profitability.    Banks,   insurers   and   superannuation   funds   are   constantly   
assessing   the   financial   risks   that   they   are   exposed   to   through   the   companies,   projects,   
markets   and   jurisdictions   they   may   invest   in .   They   look   to   maximise   their   opportunities   for   
gain   and   minimise   their   risk   of   loss   through   events   such   as   changes   in   market   prices.   21

  
Over   the   last   decade   climate   risk   has   emerged   as   a   new   sub-set   of   financial   risk   management.  
Financial   institutions   have   approached   these   climate   risks   as   they   would   approach   any   other   
type   of   risk.   In   its   2019   Annual   Report,   Commbank   described   its   approach   to   addressing   climate   
change   as   follows:   “As   a   provider   of   financial   services   –   including   lending,   insurance   and   wealth   
management   –   the   physical   and   transition   impacts   of   climate   change   are   strategically   important   
to   our   business   …   We   are   focusing   on   having   the   right   policies   in   place,   undertaking   detailed   
analysis   to   better   understand   the   risks   and   opportunities,   developing   and   implementing   strategic   
responses,   building   internal   understanding   and   customer   capabilities,   and   contributing   to   
economy-wide   initiatives.”   22

  
All   major   financial   markets   institutions   have   now   embedded   climate   risk   management   
specialities   within   their   enterprise   risk   management   teams   and   are   applying   climate   risk   
assessments   to   transactions   and   investments   as   an   integral   aspect   of   assessing   counterparty   
credit   worthiness   and   investment   risk.   Many   risk   management   professionals,   as   well   as   APRA’s   

17  Australian   Securities   and   Investments   Commission   (2021),    ‘Managing   climate   risks   for   directors’ .   
18  Australian   Prudential   Regulation   Authority   (2021),    ‘Consultation   on   draft   Prudential   Practice   Guide   on   
Climate   Change   Financial   Risks’ .   
19  AFR   (2021),    ‘APRA   ties   climate   change   to   director   duties   and   risk   management’ .   
20  Australian   Prudential   Regulation   Authority   (2019),    ‘APRA   to   step   up   scrutiny   of   climate   risks   after   
releasing   survey   results’ .   
21  Skoglund,   J.   &   Chen,   W.   (2015),    Financial   Risk   Management .   
22  CBA   (2020),    Annual   Report   
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upcoming   Prudential   Practice   Guide   on   Climate   Change   Financial   Risks,   use   guidelines   
developed   by   the   Taskforce   for   Climate-related   Financial   Disclosure   (TCFD),   an   initiative   of   the   
global   Financial   Stability   Board   adopted   since   2017.   TCFD   distinguishes   three   main   aspects   of   23

climate   risk:   
  

● Physical   Climate   Risks    assess   the   exposure   of   real   assets   (such   as   buildings,   farms   and   
infrastructure)   to   impacts   arising   from   projected   increases   as   a   result   of   increasing   global   
heating   to   the   frequency   and/or   severity   of   extreme   weather   events   (acute   physical   risks),   
and   the   more   gradual   impacts   of   increasing   average   temperatures,   rising   sea   levels,   
acidifying   oceans   and   other   consequences   of   climatic   change   (chronic   physical   risks).   
Physical   climate   risks   may   result   in   direct   financial   losses   due   to   asset   damage;   asset   
devaluations;   increasing   costs   of   insurance;   and/or   uninsurability   of   some   assets.   
  

● Transition   Climate   Risks    “reflect   that   fact   that   transitioning   to   a   lower-carbon   economy   may   
entail   extensive   policy,   legal,   technology,   and   market   changes   to   address   mitigation   and   
adaptation   requirements   related   to   climate   change.   Depending   on   the   nature,   speed,   and   
focus   of   these   changes,   transition   risks   may   pose   varying   levels   of   financial   and   reputational   
risk   to   organisations.”   In   particular,   transition   risks   may   reduce   the   viability   or   longevity   of   24

projects   and   capital   intensive   assets   including   fossil   fuel   mines,   pipelines,   power   stations,   
etc.,   due   to   either   policy   /   legal   changes,   technological   disruption   (as   we   examine   later)   
and/or   shifts   in   market   demand,   leading   to   so-called   asset   stranding   and   rapid   devaluation.   
  

● Liability   Climate   Risks    arise   if   an   organisation   suffers   losses   or   causes   third   parties   
including   investors   to   suffer   losses   due   to   ineffective   management   of   its   physical   and   
transition   climate   risks.   The   landmark   Hutley   Opinion   demonstrated   Australian   institutional   
directors’   accountability   for   the   responsible   management   of   climate   risks.   25

  
This   inquiry   was   established   to   investigate   how   Australia’s   prudential   regulators   and   financial   
institutions   are   affecting   Australia’s   export   industries,   and   in   particular,   fossil   fuels.   Resources   26

Minister   Keith   Pitt   has   accused   the   financial   sector   of   targeting   coal   mining   with   “corporate   
activism”,   but   this   is   nonsense.   It   is   clear   that   global   demand   for   coal   and   other   fossil   fuels   will   
decrease   as   countries   transition   to   low-carbon   economies.     
  

Indeed,   we   have   just   observed   the   Biden   Climate   Summit   in   which   the   US   doubled   its   previous   
interim   emissions   reduction   target   to   50-52%   by   2030;   Japan,   Canada   and   other   countries   
strengthened   theirs;   and   other   major   economies   including   China   and   India   indicated   a   
willingness   to   step   up   their   own   climate   action   (South   Korea   vowing   to   end   funding   of   foreign   
coal   investments).   These   commitments   cannot   be   delivered   without   a   softening   of   global   27

23  Refer   to    https://www.tcfdhub.org/    for   more   information.   
24  Open   Risk   Manual,    ‘Climate   Change   Transition   Risk’ .   
25  Minter   Ellison   (2019),   ‘ Updated   Hutley   Opinion   Released ’.   
26  The   Hon   Keith   Pitt   MP,    ‘Inquiry   to   put   spotlight   on   financial   sector’s   treatment   of   resources’ .   
27  CNBC   (2021),   ‘ Here’s   what   countries   pledged   on   climate   change   at   Biden’s   global   summit ’.   
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demand   for   coal   and   other   fossil   fuels.   As   such,   it   is   entirely   appropriate   for   financial   28

institutions   to   seek   to   minimise   their   exposure   to   this   and   other   climate   risks   —   indeed,   it   would   
be   negligent   for   them   not   to   do   so,   given   their   obligations   to   investors   and   shareholders.   
  

Financial   regulators   and   institutions   —   not   politicians   —   are   best   placed   to   assess   the   
financial   implications   of   climate   risks.    Australian   families   and   investors   need   them   to   
continue   to   do   so.   AP4CA   urges   the   committee   to   recognise   that   our   regulators   and   institutions   
must   be   allowed   and   encouraged   to   continue   to   ensure   the   stability   of   our   financial   system.     

3. Australia   must   seize   the   opportunity   to   strengthen   our   economy   
by   building   future-proof   industries   

As   noted   above,   fossil   fuel   companies   have   been   impacted   by   the   financial   sector’s   growing   
awareness   of   climate   risks.   This   will   impact   businesses   large   and   small,   as   well   as   regional   and   
rural   economies   that   currently   rely   on   fossil   fuel   industry   jobs.   But   this   is   not   a   reason   for   the   
government   to   intervene   in   rational   financial   sector   practices   nor   to   artificially   prop   up   
unsustainable   businesses   with   subsidies   —   as   Australia   did   with   the   failed   car   manufacturing   
industry   for   two   decades.   29

  
Irrespective   of   Australian   Government   policies,   it   is   clear   that   the   fossil   fuel   industry   is   ultimately   
doomed.   As   outlined,   our   largest   trading   partners   have   introduced   emissions   reduction   targets,   
carbon   pricing   and   other   such   schemes   that   significantly   dampen   the   economic   case   for   fossil   
fuels.   Figure   3   shows   that   as   of   November   2020,   16%   of   global   greenhouse   emissions   are   now   
covered   by   carbon   pricing   or   trading   mechanisms,   with   new   schemes   scheduled   to   be   
implemented   that   will   take   that   total   to   over   23%.   Meanwhile,   the   economic   case   for   clean   30

energy   sources   is   getting   stronger   as   technology   and   the   market   matures   (see   Appendix   1).   
  

28  New   York   Times   (2021),   ‘ Biden   Wants   to   Slash   Emissions.   Success   Would   Mean   a   Very   Different   
America’.   
29  Business   Insider   Australia   (2013),    ‘Australia’s   car   industry   out   of   gas   after   billions   in   subsidies   that   were   
‘always   going   to   lead   to   a   dead   end’’ .   
30  The   World   Bank   (2021),    Carbon   Pricing   Dashboard .   This   excludes   implications   of   the   carbon   border   
adjustment   mechanism   under   consideration   by   the   European   Union.   
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https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/22/climate/biden-emissions-target-economy.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/22/climate/biden-emissions-target-economy.html
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/australias-car-industry-out-of-gas-after-billions-in-subsidies-that-were-always-going-to-lead-to-a-dead-end-2013-12
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/australias-car-industry-out-of-gas-after-billions-in-subsidies-that-were-always-going-to-lead-to-a-dead-end-2013-12
https://carbonpricingdashboard.worldbank.org/map_data


 
Figure   3:   Percentage   of   global   greenhouse   emissions   covered   by   carbon   pricing   or   trading   schemes.   The   light   blue   portion   of   the   2021   bar   

indicates   the   forthcoming   Chinese   scheme.   While   not   all   schemes   are   priced   at   a   level   that   will   make   all   alternatives   to   fossil   fuels   economic,   
average   per   tonne   pricing   is   increasing.   31

31   The   World   Bank   (2021),    Carbon   Pricing   Dashboard ,   downloaded   26   April   2021.   
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Fossil   fuel   companies   around   the   world   are   facing   their   “Kodak   moment”,   and   must   now   choose   
if   they   are   to   adapt   or   perish.   In   the   late   20th   century,   Kodak   dominated   the   print   photography   
ecosystem.   But   it   failed   to   respond   to   the   challenge   that   digital   photography   posed,   and   is   now   a   
shadow   of   its   former   self,   having   emerged   from   Chapter   11   bankruptcy   in   2013.   In   contrast,   
competitor   Fujifilm   survived   and   thrived   by   investing   heavily   in   adapting   its   existing   technologies   
to   new   markets,   including   TVs,   computers,   smartphones,   cosmetics   and   healthcare.     32

  
Indeed,   history   is   littered   with   examples   of   companies   that   either   have,   or   have   failed   to   
navigate   disruption   to   their   industries.    The   point   is   that   companies   (and   governments)   ignore   or   
fight   disruption   at   their   peril:   the   most   successful   are   those   that   are   adept   at   genuine   adaptation.   
  

Businesses   and   policymakers   can   similarly   turn   the   challenges   faced   by   the   fossil   fuel   industry   
into   an   opportunity   to   become   a   leader   in   new   low-emissions   industries.   Forward-thinking   towns   
and   businesses   have   already   made   good   progress   in   Australia   and   overseas:   
  

● Fortescue   Metals   Group   has   begun   making   substantial   investments   in   renewables   (including   
electricity   exports   via   the   NT’s   ambitious   SunCable   project),   green   hydrogen   and   steel   
produced   using   hydrogen   rather   than   metallurgical   coal.   33

  
● Townsville   in   Queensland   is   actively   working   to   pivot   from   a   “coal-first”   mining   hub   to   a   clean   

energy   powerhouse   with   plans   for   battery   manufacturing,   a   nickel   refinery,   and   green   
hydrogen   exports.   34

  
● Newcastle   is   planning   to   diversify   beyond   its   status   as   a   major   coal   terminal,   seeking   to   

reposition   as   a   port   for   Ultra   Large   Container   Vessels,   while   attracting   new   investments   and   
innovation   in   healthcare   and   aerospace.   35

  
● Germany   shut   down   its   black   coal   industry   in   stages   over   the   10   years   to   2018.   The   

government   invested   heavily   in   retraining,   early   retirement   schemes,   research   and   
development   and   economic   stimulation   throughout   the   transition.   No   jobs   were   lost   as   a   
result   of   the   closure,   which   is   now   considered   the   gold   standard   of   a   “just   transition”.   36

  
● US   oil   and   gas   company   Occidental   Petroleum   has   announced   plans   to   transform   itself   into   

a   carbon   management   company.   The   company   already   captures   carbon   dioxide   from   its   oil   

32  PetaPixel   (2018),    ‘Why   Kodak   died   and   Fujifilm   thrived:   A   tale   of   two   film   companies’ .   
33  ABC   (2021),    ‘Green   hydrogen   is   billed   as   the   new   climate   friendly   fuel   in   town   but   will   it   work?’   
34  The   Guardian   (2021),    ‘Townsville’s   ‘road   to   Paris’   moment:   the   slow   greening   of   an   Adani   stronghold’ .   
35  Australian   Institute   of   Company   Directors   (2019),    ‘Newcastle   prepares   for   a   post   coal   future’   
36  Sydney   Morning   Herald   (2020),    ‘What’s   a   ‘just   transition’   and   can   you   switch   to   green   energy   without   
sacking   coal   workers?’    and   Solidarity   (2020),    ‘How   Germany   phased   out   coal   —   without   sacking   workers’ .   
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https://petapixel.com/2018/10/19/why-kodak-died-and-fujifilm-thrived-a-tale-of-two-film-companies/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-04-17/green-hydrogen-new-climate-friendly-fuel/100070928
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2021/apr/17/townsvilles-road-to-paris-moment-the-slow-greening-of-an-adani-stronghold
https://aicd.companydirectors.com.au/membership/company-director-magazine/2019-back-editions/june/newcastle-otr
https://petapixel.com/2018/10/19/why-kodak-died-and-fujifilm-thrived-a-tale-of-two-film-companies/
https://petapixel.com/2018/10/19/why-kodak-died-and-fujifilm-thrived-a-tale-of-two-film-companies/
https://www.solidarity.net.au/climate-change/how-germany-phased-out-coal-without-sacking-workers/


and   gas   operations,   and   injects   it   underground   to   increase   its   oil   production.   By   2022-2023,   
it   plans   to   begin   construction   of   a   direct   air   capture   facility   that   will   capture   carbon   dioxide   
from   the   air,   so   it   can   either   be   used   or   stored   underground.   It   expects   carbon   capture   to   
equal   or   exceed   its   oil   and   gas   revenues   in   15   years.     37

  
Propping   up   Australia’s   fossil   fuel   industry   may   win   votes,   but   will   disadvantage   
resources   workers,   communities   and   the   overall   economy   in   the   long   term .   Australia   has   
a   relatively   poor   record   of   economic   restructuring:   for   example,   even   20   years   of   subsidies   
couldn’t   keep   the   car   manufacturing   industry   afloat.   Because   it   lacked   a   long-term,   
future-looking   strategy,   the   manufacturing   industry   has   lost   almost   one   in   five   jobs   over   the   past   
30   years.   38

  
Instead   of   doubling   down   on   what   has   worked   in   the   past,   Australia   must   look   to   what   we   know   
will   be   required   in   the   future.   By   leaning   into   the   clean   energy   transition,   we   have   an   opportunity   
to   strengthen   our   economy   and   create   better,   future-proof   jobs   for   our   children .     

Conclusion   
Thank   you   for   considering   AP4CA's   submission   regarding   the   prudential   regulation   of   
investment   in   Australia’s   export   industries.   As   investors,   voters,   and   citizens   concerned   with   this   
government’s   approach   to   climate   change,   we   assert   that    it   is   entirely   appropriate   for   
financial   institutions   and   other   entities   to   manage   risks   by   reducing   their   capital   
exposure   to   the   fossil   fuel   sector .   Further,   it   would   be   negligent   for   the   finance   sector   not   to   
do   so   given   their   obligations   to   their   investors,   shareholders   and   the   stability   of   our   financial   
system.   
  

We   want   a   government   that   is   consistent   and   proactive   in   its   approach   to   climate   change,   noting   
the   obvious   disparity   between   the   Prime   Minister’s   claims   of   achieving   Australia’s   climate   goals   
through   “the   animal   spirits   of   capitalism”,   and   this   inquiry,   which   attempts   to   protect   the   fossil   
fuels   industry   by   interfering   in   how   investors   assess   financial   risks.   Like   it   or   not,   the   global   
economy   is   shifting.   Australia   must   adapt   to   ensure   a   safe   climate,   a   prosperous   economy   and   
future-proofed   jobs   for   our   children.   
  

   

37  S&P   Global   Market   Intelligence   (2020),    ‘Occidental   on   course   to   transition   from   oil   and   gas   to   carbon   
capture   management’    and   Bloomberg   (2021),    ‘Ocidental   to   strip   carbon   from   the   air   and   use   it   to   pump   
crude’ .   
38  Australian   Bureau   of   Statistics   (2020),    Labour   Force,   Australia,   Detailed,   Quarterly,    Manufacturing   
Industry   Jobs   between   February   1990   and   February   2020   and   The   Conversation   (2020),    ‘Holden’s   dead   
end   shows   government   policy   should   have   taken   a   different   road’ .   
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https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/occidental-on-course-to-transition-from-oil-and-gas-to-carbon-capture-management-61534283
https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/occidental-on-course-to-transition-from-oil-and-gas-to-carbon-capture-management-61534283
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-13/occidental-oxy-wants-to-go-green-to-produce-more-oil
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-13/occidental-oxy-wants-to-go-green-to-produce-more-oil
https://theconversation.com/holdens-dead-end-shows-government-policy-should-have-taken-a-different-road-132080
https://theconversation.com/holdens-dead-end-shows-government-policy-should-have-taken-a-different-road-132080


Appendix   
Table   1   highlights   the   major   disruptors   for   fossil   fuel   products   including   the   economic   case   for   
switching   to   alternatives   that   produce   zero   or   significantly   lower   greenhouse   gas   emissions.     
  

Critically   the   economic   discussion   in   Table   1   excludes   the   fact   that   fossil   fuel   products   are   
free-riding,   given   costs   are   not   imposed   on   their   negative   externalities   in   many   jurisdictions.   
Fossil   fuels   cause   air   pollution,   resulting   in   20%   of   deaths   around   the   world   each   year,   as   well   39

as   greenhouse   pollution   which   worsens   global   heating   and   the   impacts   of   climate   change.   40

Should   a   greenhouse   pollution   price   be   introduced   that   reflects   the   health,   infrastructure   and   
environmental   damage   of   these   products,   the   economics   would   swing   even   more   quickly   in   
favour   of   the   market   disruptors.     
  

39  Phys.Org   (2021),   ‘ Fossil   fuel   pollution   causes   one   in   five   deaths   globally:   study   Feb   09,   2021 ’     
40  Our   World   in   Data   (2020),   ‘ Sector   by   sector:   where   do   global   greenhouse   gas   emissions   come   from? ’     
41  For   example,   this   summary   by   Our   World   in   Data   (2020),    Why   did   renewables   become   so   cheap   so   
fast?   And   what   can   we   do   to   use   this   global   opportunity   for   green   growth?     
42  Australian   Energy   Market   Operator   (2020),    Integrated   Systems   Plan ,    p12,   point   3 .   
43  Experts   noting   that   more   gas   will   not   lead   to   cheaper   gas   include   government   officials:   ABC   (2020)   
‘ Hearing   into   controversial   Narrabri   Gas   Project   underway ’;   Origin   Energy   Director   Mick   McCormack:   The   
Australian   (2021),   ‘ Cheap   gas   is   unrealistic,   warns   Origin   Energy   director   Mick   McCormack ’;   Santos’   
Chief   Executive   Kevin   Gallagher:   Australian   Financial   Review   (2021),   ‘ Santos   boss   says   costs   too   high   to   
expect   lower   gas   prices ’;   and    energy   analysts:    ABC   (2020),   ‘ Why   gas   —   from   coal   seams   or   ships   —   may   
not   mean   low   power   prices ’.   
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Fossil   Fuel   
Product   

  
Market   Disruptor   

  
Comments   

Thermal   coal   Renewable   electricity   
generation   and   storage   
(battery,   pumped   hydro,   
hydrogen,   etc.)   

Renewable   generation   is   now   cheaper   than   
new   and   existing   coal   fired   generation   in   
Australia   and   many   other   countries   on   a   
levelised   cost   of   energy   (LCOE)   basis   
including   in   conjunction   with   utility   scale   
battery   storage   to   firm   variable   supply   by   
renewables.   41

Fossil   gas   for   
electricity   

Renewable   electricity   
generation   and   storage   
(battery,   pumped   hydro,   
hydrogen,   etc.)   

AEMO   has   noted   that   fossil   gas   is   
uncompetitive   at   current   prices.   Numerous   42

industry   experts   have   noted   that   the   era   of   
cheap   gas   is   over   in   Australia   given   
declining   yields   from   low   cost   fields   in   Bass   
Strait,   regardless   of   additional   supply   from   
expensive   coal   seam   gas   or   other   
unconventional   sources.   43

https://phys.org/news/2021-02-fossil-fuel-pollution-deaths-globally.html
https://ourworldindata.org/ghg-emissions-by-sector
https://ourworldindata.org/cheap-renewables-growth
https://ourworldindata.org/cheap-renewables-growth
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/major-publications/isp/2020/final-2020-integrated-system-plan.pdf?la=en&hash=6BCC72F9535B8E5715216F8ECDB4451C
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-07-20/narrabri-gas-project-ipc-hearing-begins/12472962
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/cheap-gas-is-impossible-warns-origin-energy-director-mick-mccormack/news-story/cebf34dbf69c96932b589a5d9297335f
https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/santos-boss-says-costs-too-high-to-expect-lower-gas-prices-20210218-p573pc
https://www.afr.com/companies/energy/santos-boss-says-costs-too-high-to-expect-lower-gas-prices-20210218-p573pc
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-02-12/coal-seam-gas-import-or-mining-will-not-guarantee-lower-prices/11954268
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-02-12/coal-seam-gas-import-or-mining-will-not-guarantee-lower-prices/11954268


44  Alternative   Technology   Association’s   2018   report,    Household   fuel   choice   in   the   National   Energy   Market ,   
found   that   even   then,   it   was   often   more   cost-effective   to   switch   from   gas   to   electric   appliances   and   always   
the   sensible   choice   when   building   new.   And   in   2020,   Grattan   Institute   noted   in    'Flame   out:   the   future   of   
natural   gas’ :   “It   is   already   clear   that   households   would   save   money   and   Australia   would   reduce   emissions   
if   new   houses   in   NSW,   Queensland,   South   Australia,   and   the   ACT   were   all-electric.”   
45  ABC   (2021),    ‘ What   is   green   hydrogen,   how   is   it   made   and   will   it   be   the   fuel   of   the   future?’    
46  The   Driven   (2019),   ‘ Total   cost   of   EVs   in   Australia   may   match   petrol   cars   by   next   year ’   
47  The   Driven   (2019),   ‘ Electric   vehicles   are   already   cheaper   than   petrol   cars   for   fleet   owners ’   
48  The   Guardian   (2021),   ‘ Swap   and   go:   electric   trucks   to   run   between   Sydney   and   Brisbane   using  
exchangeable   batteries ’     
49  BBC   (2020),   ‘ The   fuel   that   could   transform   shipping ’     
50  Aerospace   America   (2021),   ‘ Airbus   and   Boeing   embrace   contrasting   strategies   in   drive   for   cleaner   air  
transportation ’     
51  Forbes   (2021),   ‘ Don't   Tear   Down   That   Old   Building:   Retrofit   For   Energy   Efficiency ’     
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Fossil   Fuel   
Product   

Market   Disruptor   Comments   

Fossil   gas   in   
buildings   

Electrification   of   traditionally   
gas-based   plant   and   
appliances   

Electrification   is   already   more   cost   effective   
for   new   builds   and   in   many   cases   for  
retrofits.   44

Fossil   gas   in   
industry   

Green   hydrogen   for   high   
heat   applications   and   as   a   
feedstock   for   some   
chemical   processes   
including   ammonia   
(fertiliser)   production.   

Green   hydrogen   is   expected   to   be   
competitive   with   fossil   gas   within   as   little   as   
a   decade   given   the   learning   curve   
associated   with   increasing   scale.     45

  

Oil   in   
transportation   
(diesel,   
petroleum,   
bunker   oil,   
kerosene,   etc.)   

Battery   electric   vehicles   
Hydrogen   fuel   cell   vehicles   
Green   ammonia   (from   
green   hydrogen)   for   
shipping   
Synthetic   aviation   gas   from   
CO 2    capture   

BEV’s   are   already   competitive   in   Australia   
on   a   total   cost   of   ownership   basis   for  
passenger   vehicle   applications   including   46

fleets   and   expected   to   reach   purchase   47

price   parity   with   equivalently   featured   
internal   combustion   engine   vehicles   as   
early   as   2023.   
  

Electrified   trucks   are   becoming   a   reality .   48

Clean   shipping   projects   are   underway.   49

Boeing   and   Airbus   have   announced   major   
plays   into   clean   aircraft   fuels.     50

Oil   in   buildings   
(e.g.   heating)   

Electrification   (e.g.   heat   
pumps   aka   reverse   cycle   air   
conditioners).   

Electrification   is   already   more   cost   effective   
for   new   builds   and   in   some   cases   for  
retrofits.   51

  
  
  

https://renew.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/Household_fuel_choice_in_the_NEM_Revised_June_2018.pdf?fbclid=IwAR37Pp3jLfOcw3uB7O-w7XqPBAsheENFeh8_M8IaS9Q4O7JpsNFG3JOaz9U
https://grattan.edu.au/report/flame-out-the-future-of-natural-gas/?fbclid=IwAR34y10LT7gqKwyFJ6Bdtu5fVBimvO2t21pYdv-iWzhmPJjdw2369N8TML4
https://grattan.edu.au/report/flame-out-the-future-of-natural-gas/?fbclid=IwAR34y10LT7gqKwyFJ6Bdtu5fVBimvO2t21pYdv-iWzhmPJjdw2369N8TML4
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2021-01-23/green-hydrogen-renewable-energy-climate-emissions-explainer/13081872
https://thedriven.io/2019/04/30/total-cost-of-evs-in-australia-may-match-petrol-cars-by-next-year/
https://thedriven.io/2019/08/26/electric-vehicles-are-already-cheaper-than-petrol-cars-for-fleet-owners/
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/apr/29/swap-and-go-electric-trucks-to-run-between-sydney-and-brisbane-using-exchangeable-batteries
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2021/apr/29/swap-and-go-electric-trucks-to-run-between-sydney-and-brisbane-using-exchangeable-batteries
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20201127-how-hydrogen-fuel-could-decarbonise-shipping
https://aerospaceamerica.aiaa.org/airbus-and-boeing-embrace-contrasting-strategies-in-drive-for-cleaner-air-transportation/
https://aerospaceamerica.aiaa.org/airbus-and-boeing-embrace-contrasting-strategies-in-drive-for-cleaner-air-transportation/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/reginacole/2021/04/28/dont-tear-down-that-old-building-retrofit-for-energy-efficiency/


  
Table   1   -   Fossil   fuels   are   being   disrupted   across   most   applications.   

  

52  International   Energy   Agency   (2018),    The   Future   of   Petrochemicals   –   Analysis     
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Fossil   Fuel   
Product   

Market   Disruptor   Comments   

Oil   in   industry   Green   hydrogen   and   
synthetic   hydrocarbons   can   
replace   oil   and   its   
derivatives   in   some   cases.   

Clean   disruptors   are   emerging   (including   
greater   recycling)   though   many   are   not   yet   
cost   competitive .   52

https://www.iea.org/reports/the-future-of-petrochemicals

